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 Architectural performance models …
 can be applied to predict performance indices (response time, 

CPU utilization, throughput)
 capture the semantics of the modeled system

Motivation
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Motivation
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MLAutomated extraction of
architectural performance

models

[Walter2017] J. Walter et al. “An Expandable Extraction Framework for
Architectural Performance Models”. In: Proceedings of the 3rd International
Workshop on Quality-Aware DevOps (QUDOS’17). l’Aquila,Italy: ACM, Apr. 2017.

http://descartes.tools/pmx/
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Performance Engineer

 Existing tools are cumbersome to setup and run

 Existing tools are not applied externally, due to 
cumbersome setup

 Existing approach does not scale 

http://descartes.tools/pmx/


Idea
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Provide web services for 
performance model extraction

http://descartes.tools/pmx/


 Software-as-a-Service
 Simulation-as-a-Service [Shekhar2016] 
 Modeling tools as web services [Cayirci2013]. 

 Performance Model Creation
 Manual/semi-automated model extraction [Huber2010, 

Lehrig2016]
 Automated model extraction [Brebner2016, Willnecker2016, 

Brunnert2017]
 Subparts of model learning [Spinner2014, Spinner2015]

Related Work
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PMX: Learning of generic aspects
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 PMX internally uses a pipes and filter architecture

 PMX reuses existing libraries where possible

• Operation call graph
• Resource landscape
• Deployment
• Job arrival rates

• Resource demands

http://descartes.tools/librede/
http://http/kieker-monitoring.net/


PMX: Two step model learning
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1. learning of generic aspects

2. model element
creation



PMX: Builder Pattern
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How to pack PMX into a web service
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web serverREST

proxy
server

Java

Can be setup in about a week!

Code is available online!



 A web server allows to execute model extraction within 
a browser. The web interface provides an interaction 
layer to the user to interact with the model extraction 
layer (PMX) using a graphical interface.

 The web server contains
 REST service implementation
 HTTP pages user interface
 software to trigger model extraction service
 software to return results (file download)

 We decided for the Spring Framework, as it allows for 
easy implementation of the REST API that is used to 
upload files, trigger the model extraction, and download. 

Spring I/O web server
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 The docker container simplifies and speeds up 
deployment by packing web server and java application 
into a single container. 

 The docker container allows deploying the application 
and access it locally within a web browser.

 We decided for Docker technology, as it provides light-
weight easy to deploy software images

Docker container
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 The proxy provides an interface between external users 
and docker container, and organizes communication. 
 For example, it provides a reverse proxy to do port forwarding 

and a secure layer for https. 

 We decided for NGINX because it is light-weight, easy 
to use, and very popular. By also providing load 
balancing functionality, NGINX allows for an increased 
PMX user base in the future.

NGINX proxy server
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 Simplified usage for all kinds of users

 Maintain software only for a single setup

 Potential collection of monitoring traces to further
improve model extraction mechanisms

 MEaaS == Model-Extraction-as-a-Service

Benefits of MEaaS
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 Software-as-a-Service
 The model extraction might take longer than HTTP timeouts 

(especially if input traces are huge)  asynchronous 
communication 

 There is a vulnerability for denial-of-service attacks. The 
significant resources required by a single model extraction 
request makes the system prone to such attacks  login 
mechanisms.

 Privacy for monitoring data could be ensured running a 
separate service instance behind the firewall of a 
company

Future Work Web Service
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 Provide more builder implementations

 Conduct more case studies

 Allow for different monitoring tools and formats using
OPEN.xtrace (formerly Common Trace API (CTA)) as
input

 Use automatically derived performance models …
 to integrate in load testing e.g., using a Jenkins plugin
 for runtime resource management

Future Work Model Extraction
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 Based on an existing model extraction software, we 
presented additional software components of a web 
service to provide Model-Extraction-as-a-Service for 
architectural performance models. 

 Provisioning as a web service reduces efforts to derive 
architectural performance models for all kinds of users.

Conclusion
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http://descartes.tools/pmx/


 PMX core as well as builders and web services are
available online http://descarte.tools/pmx/

Available online
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http://se.informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de/tools/pmx/
http://descartes.tools/pmx/


Questions?

Jürgen Walter, Simon Eismann, Nikolai Reed, and Samuel 
Kounev

University of Würzburg

November 9-10, 2017
SSP 2017 Karlsruhe, Germany

http://descartes.tools/pmx/
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